Say each word in the box. Do you hear the sound of j? Does every word have a j in it?

Write a word from the box that contains these words or letter combinations.

manage __________ ran __________
sold __________ ui __________
strange __________ or __________
large __________ pack __________
ridge __________ ym __________
ic __________ __________
Write a word from the box that contains these words or letter combinations.

manage  manager  ran  range
sold    soldier   ui    juice
strange stranger  or    major
large   larger    pack  packageidge   bridge    ym    gym
ic      magic     tragic
Write a word from the box in each blank to complete the sentence. You might need to add an ending.

1. The ____________ of this store reserves the right to inspect all delivered _____________.

2. The ____________ sports event of the year will take place at the _____________.

3. Accepting a ride from a ____________ could have ____________ results.

4. The prices for a new television ____________ between $280 and $600 dollars.

5. Many ____________ fought in the Spanish-American War.
Write a word from the box in each blank to complete the sentence. You might need to add an ending.

1. The ___________ residents voted to build a new ____________ over the river.

2. My favorite ___________ in school is math.

3. Orange __________ is a good source of vitamin C.

4. The ________ gave him the maximum sentence for his crimes.

5. The cookies disappeared from the plate as if by ____________.
Write a word from the box in each blank to complete the sentence. You might need to add an ending.

1. manager packages
2. major college
3. stranger tragic
4. range
5. soldiers

1. village bridge
2. subject
3. juice
4. judge
5. magic